
Torres, Stella Index.

Interview: TBD

Time: 0:17
Segment Title: Introduction
Synopsis: Dr. Cherland lets us all know that we are about to get started by introducing herself
and us
Partial Transcript: I want to start by introducing myself and our students...
Keywords:

Time: 2:55
Segment Title: Where from/ born
Synopsis: Stella explains that she was born in Tucson, Arizona and was raised in Hayden,
Arizona.
Partial Transcript: I am from...
Keywords:

Time: 3:12
Segment Title: Education
Synopsis: Stella went to college in Arizona State got her masters at NAU and she loved being
all into the social stuff in highschool, anything to do with the community and people.
Partial Transcript: College I went to...
Keywords: College, Highschool, NAU

Time: 4:04
Segment Title: Growing Up in Hayden
Synopsis: Stella says Hayden was a small town but she loved that she was raised there. She
also says that it was tough living there because it was a copper mining town and they had many
struggles. She learned to always give back no matter where you go.
Partial Transcript: It was wonderful...
Keywords: Mining company, strives, friends, family, Hayden



Torres, Stella Index.

Interview: TBD

Time: 5:32
Segment Title: Childhood
Synopsis: in student council, band, a cheerleader, had a lot of leadership roles, and loved
reading books, won an opportunity to travel with other students to washington D.C. when she
was only 16. Loved to see how other people live. Met different races of people that she was not
able to see because she was only able to see her latino race from where she lived.
Partial Transcript: Like I said being with...
Keywords: Washington D.C., opportunity

Time:9:50
Segment Title: First encounter with SMCC
Synopsis: Stella did work in nonprofits and government. She spent 3 year with the city of
phoenix but she did not like it. She heard about the project and had an interview and had to
prove to the ace program that she could bring in 100 students and had a contract for 6 months.
Most of her jobs were to raise money for  the ace program.
Partial Transcript: I did a lot of work...
Keywords: nonprofits, government, mental health, city of phoenix, contract

Time: 16:38
Segment Title: Experience
Synopsis: had an interview with the president about who was going to be the director. It was
very tough of her for the first  2 years because of sophomores coming into the college as
juniors. Many people didn’t believe in them either. Did two years of nursing at ASU but was not
successful.
Partial Transcript: Like I said the President...
Keywords: Experience, philosophy, high school program,

Time: 31:45
Segment Title: approach towards ace
Synopsis: They needed someone who knew the community, Stella had that.
Partial transcript: They needed someone who knew...
Keywords:



Torres, Stella Index.

Interview: TBD

Time: 40:53
Segment Title: Responsibility as an ACE Director
Synopsis: Stella describes what it was like to be an ACE director and all the responsibilities that
she had towards her students and her staff. She speaks on how it took an entire group and
community effort to keep a program like that operating well, even with all the doubt and
unsureness being presented to them from outsiders.
Partial Transcript: I had to hire and train...
Keywords: faculty, students, Saturday classes, communication

Time: 51:10
Segment Title: Foundation of Ace Program
Synopsis: Stella speaks on how Liz Warren and Nancy Jordan first thought of the program and
they proposed and got it approved and how they wanted to extend out to high school and even
junior high students. She speaks on how over time, the program was putting itself together and
was ever expanding and how they fought to get it to what it is and how it took a team effort to
get it to what it is.
Partial Transcript: It’s not about us directors, it’s about the students...
Keywords: proposal, passion, loyal, program

Time: 1:01:00
Segment Title: Achievements within ace
Synopsis: Stella mentions success stories regarding former ACE students that have wonderful
achievements now. One student became a vice president of student affairs in Indiana, another
alumni now runs the family leave administration for maricopa. She also mentions another alumni
who designed and put into effect a partnership with state farm and now has one with chase
bank. Head of maricopa health education director. There are other people she goes on to speak
about as well.
Partial Transcript: One of our ACE alumni is now...
Keywords: Alumni, maricopa, administration, vice president, directors



Torres, Stella Index.

Interview: TBD

Time: 1:05:29
Segment Title: Impact on families
Synopsis: Stella talks about ways the ACE program has impacted and helped families. Liv
Warren asks if she still keeps in touch with someone they knew, and Stella talks about the 4
children he had that went through the ace program. She also mentions 2 other people that she
and her staff helped throughout the ACE program that told their family members about how
wonderful the ACE program was which encouraged them to join. She says it's great how they
are working with their students but impacting the family as well.
Partial Transcript: Do you still keep in touch with...
Keywords: family, impact, glendale, graduate, AA, south mountain, internship

Time: 1:09:04
Segment Title:  Adults in ACE
Synopsis:Stella tells us one of the stories that was really emotional and motivating that really
stuck out to her regarding the ACE program. A latina mother told her son to apply to the ACE
program and he got accepted. Then the son asks her why she didn't go to college. She was
embarrassed to say that she didn't attend college because she became pregnant with him. SHe
then joined the adult ACE and succeeded and even went on to get her masters, she is now a
vice president for a bank here in phoenix.
Partial Transcript: There are so many beautiful stories...
Keywords: adult, children, succeed, college, masters

Time: 1:10:57
Segment Title: Advice
Synopsis:  Stella lists some advice for students or faculty joining the ACE program. She says to
embrace the college, community, and students, like getting to know people and create a
network.
As well as to not being afraid of challenges and face them head on as they can be positive
things like more success. She also mentions to ask for help or advice and that she is open to
help as she mentors her staff and students.
Partial Transcript: What advice would you give...
Keywords: college, community, network, challenges, advice, help, mentor



Torres, Stella Index.

Interview: TBD

Time: 1:14:21
Segment Title: It takes a community
Synopsis: Stella explains that they didn't do it alone and it takes a community to achieve
success within the ACE Program. She says it's a labor of love, as it took the whole maricopa
community, alumni, parents, families, the donors, and of course the students themselves. The
students are the true achievers.
Partial Transcript: Was there anything you wanted to talk about...
Keywords: community, family, alumni, students, maricopa, donors, achievers


